Set The ‘BAR’
Assessing a player’s performance has largely been a subjective exercise with little to no statistical data
available to accurately evaluate and chart progress of key performance metrics.
The Baseline Assessment Report, or BAR, was designed to quickly and easily generate an automated
assessment based on a 15 minute session of tee work and live BP. The statistics captured are accurate,
objective measurements that will provide a true gauge of the player’s ability.

Baseline the Metrics
Utilizing the data captured in one 15-minute session, the BAR module will separate stats measured from
balls struck off a tee with those hit off of live (or machine) pitches during a front toss or batting practice
session. These stats, which include exit velocity, distance, hard hit average, %LD/%GB/%FB, launch angles,
detailed hot zones, and spray charts, are compiled in real-time to generate a complete assessment in one
inclusive report.

Separating the stats into “tee work” and “BP” will assist in assessing performance on multiple levels.
Analyzing data collected off of a tee will provide a true baseline of a player’s overall strength while
profiling their swing plane in 1) a repetitive condition and 2) without the influence of an incoming pitch.
Including a live BP session will provide valuable insight on plate coverage and swing mechanics.
• No instruction is required
• Automatically generated reports
• Immediate assessment
Identify Areas for Improvement
Coupling the statistical data with visual observations will allow the coach to identify a player’s strengths,
as well as areas that need improvement. The BAR can illustrate these concerns and assist in generating a
focused training regimen that effectively addresses the areas of concern.
Record a second BAR session and the module will measure % increases (or decreases) for all metrics.
The first BAR session sets the baseline while the follow-on sessions chart progress during the season or
through a series of instructional sessions.

Identifying Trends
The BAR will calculate and display trends for each performance metric by comparing the current session
to the last session.
Additionally, in-depths rerports can be generated to review individual BAR sessions, or multiple sessions
over any time period, for further analysis. This trend analysis will give coaches an easy, yet meaningful,
method to show quantitative improvements and demonstrate the value of their training program.

BAR Trend Analysis Report

BAR Launch Angle Report (multiple sessions)

